
searching for the right frills to reawaken
buyers.

One detector in this test displays a com-
pass heading; another can record the
driver’s voice for up to 90 seconds’ worth
of memos; and features such as weather
radio are also being touted.

After 25 years of evaluating detectors,
we’ve refined our technique to a few
simple, repeatable tests. To avoid any
stray microwave radiation that would
produce false alarms, we conducted our
tests on the roads of the Daimler-
Chrysler proving ground in Chelsea,
Michigan. Radar testing took place on
an unobstructed 2.5-mile straightaway.
A gun of each band—X, K, and Ka—
was rigidly mounted, one at a time, in
a police cruiser that was positioned on
a downgrade at one end of the straight-
away. By carefully setting each “trap,”
we adjusted the radar strength so that even
the best detector could not find the signal
at the far end of the 2.5-mile straight. This
type of trap replicates a real-world scenario
in which a trooper would be clocking traffic
from a low spot in the median or from a dip
in the road. It also allowed us to avoid any
radar “hot spots” caused by hills and rises
that can set off both strong and weak detec-
tors in the same spot.

We tested the detectors’ sensitivity, or
range, with each radar gun in steady-state
and instant-on modes. The farther away a
detector sounds its alarm, the more effec-
tive it will be at providing a timely warning
to the driver. Each detector’s sensitivity
was evaluated in unfiltered “highway”
mode and in the most filtered, or selective,
“city” mode. We drove toward the radar
guns in both modes and measured the dis-
tance at which each detector sounded its
first audible warning.

Lidar is used at shorter distances, typ-
ically up to 1200 feet. A lidar beam looks
like a cone, and a lidar detector must be
able to see the weak fringe of the beam, or
to pick up weaker reflections off cars in

the traffic ahead. We use two
different tests to measure a detector’s
ability to find the edge of that beam or its
scattered remnants.

In the first test, we clamped a lidar gun
to the top of a stack of cinder blocks five
feet high and aimed it precisely at the
center of a 32-foot-wide platform 1000
feet away. We then placed each detector
behind a piece of windshield glass and
moved it laterally toward the center of the
platform to determine its sensitivity to the
edge of the lidar beam. We do this test with
the detectors facing forward and to the
rear; this measures each detector’s front

and rear lidar sensitivity.
Our second test determined the angular

field of view of each detector. We mounted
a detector in the center of the windshield
and then drove forward and backward, at
various angles, through a beam aimed
across the road. (Police try to keep within
an angle of 15 degrees to either side of the
target vehicle’s line of travel to reduce the
amount of error in their speed measure-
ments.) All the detectors in this test
respond to a lidar beam within this narrow
field, but we think a wide field of view
would more reliably enable a detector to
see this beam. It should also be better able
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street D x W x H, inches inches plug, ounces discrimination indication X/K/Ka/laser, dBA

BEL $340/ 4.7 x 3.0 x 2.3 straight/48; 9.1 alphanumeric beep or click frequency, 89/87/86/86
980 tnemges-5dnalaremun,yalpsidDEL66/delioc032$

audible LED meter

COBRA $399/ 5.1 x 3.0 x 2.0 coiled/60 6.8 alphanumeric beep frequency, 82/77/72/83
XR-1050 tnemges-5dnalaremun,yalpsidDEL942$

audible LED meter

ESCORT $299/ 5.3 x 2.8 x 2.8 coiled/124 12.1 alphanumeric beep frequency, 88/86/82/92
PASSPORT retemDELtnemges-6,yalpsidDEL542$
8500 audible

UNIDEN $150/ 4.3 x 2.8 x 2.2 coiled/68 6.3 alphanumeric beep frequency, 78/82/81/86
LRD 987 retemDELtnemges-6,yalpsidDEL021$

audible

VALENTINE $399/ 4.5 x 3.6 x 2.0 straight 96; 9.2 numeric, beep frequency, 90/89/87/87
ONE retemDELtnemges-8DELtnemges-2127/delioc993$

display, audible

WHISTLER $220/ 4.6 x 2.9 x 2.3 coiled/84 7.3 alphanumeric beep frequency, 80/81/82/88
1780 tnemges-5dnalaremun,yalpsidDEL902$

audible LED meter
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Laser Field of View
(moving)

to pick up any scattered reflections coming
off the targeted car.

We conducted two more tests at the
proving grounds: one to determine
whether the detector is invisible to a VG-
2 “detector detector”—a device used by
authorities in Canada and states where
radar detectors are illegal—and the other
to check each detector’s propensity to
falsely set off other detectors. Finally, we
drove a 14-mile urban loop around Ann
Arbor to check each unit’s resistance to
false alarms. Highway mode and most
highly filtered city mode were tested.

Unlike other testers, we do not accept
samples from the manufacturers, removing
the possibility that we might receive a
juiced-up ringer unit (this has indeed hap-
pened in the past). Each of our detectors
was purchased by a nonstaff member and
mailed to his home.

As in past detector tests, our numerical
ratings are the sum of six separate evalu-
ations as follows: Of a total 100 points, 50
are assigned to a detector’s radar sensi-

tivity (range), 10 to its lidar sensitivity, 15
to selectivity (a score calculated by com-
paring a detector’s sensitivity with the
number of false alarms it sounds), 15 to its
ergonomics (readability of displays, intu-
itiveness of knobs and switches, mount
design, effectiveness of audio warning), 5
points to a calculated city-mode score that
compares how well this mode reduces
false alarms without diminishing the
detector’s sensitivity, and a final 5 points
are awarded for loudness with the
strongest singer receiving 5 points and the
weakest just 1.

Valentine One
Overall Score: 97

In a perfect world, the ultimate
radar/lidar detector would sniff out only
police radar or lidar, pinpoint its location,
and then concisely communicate that
information back to you. Although such a
device doesn’t yet exist, the Valentine One
comes the closest to that ideal and thus
ranks highest in this test of top-notch
detectors.

In highway mode, the Valentine One
could detect X-band radar from almost two
miles away and K- and Ka-band radar
from about a mile and a half. Only the
Escort Passport in Ka-band came close to
the Valentine’s range in highway mode.

Falsing in highway mode is a common
occurrence with most of these detectors—
the average in our tests was 12.5 falses—
and the Valentine One scored poorer for
the 14-mile course, at 14 false alarms. The
Valentine has two city-mode filters, and
switching to its “most filtered” setting
reduced the number of falses to eight (the
city-mode average for falses was 6.7).
That’s still a few more than we’d like, but
the Valentine’s patented radar-direction
arrows and bogy counter made it easy to
decide which warnings to worry about.
The LED arrows indicate whether the
radar source is ahead, beside, or behind
you, and the numeric display tracks the
number of sources. We’ve said this before
and it’s still true: Once you live with the
arrows, you’ll wonder how you ever man-
aged without them.

The Valentine One’s ability to detect
lidar was slightly better than its perform-
ance in our ’97 face-off. It still has, by a
large margin, the widest angle of view both
front and rear. Facing forward, only the
Passport matched its ability to find the
laser beam’s edge at 1000 feet.

The big change to the Valentine is that
all the electronics have been packaged into
a first-generation “thin” case. In previous
models, the addition of laser-detection sen-
sors had forced Valentine to use a thicker,
bulkier case. A column of LEDs to the
right of the numeric display indicates what
the threat is, radar or lidar, and a row of
LEDs under the display shows its strength.
Power and volume are controlled by a

rotary knob. Pushing on the knob changes
the city filter modes and also mutes the
audio warning.

The Valentine was invisible to the VG-
2 detector detector, and it also didn’t set
off other detectors.

A lot of folks think the $399 price is
off-putting, but its superior abilities make
it a solid long-term investment.

Escort Passport 8500
Overall Score: 73

The sleek-looking Passport 8500’s
second-place score of 73 is the closest a
detector has ever come to the Valentine
One in any of our comparisons. That 24-
point spread correlates with its price,
which is a fourth cheaper than the Valen-
tine. Escort’s latest detector offers good
performance and a long list of features for
tailoring it to the owner’s individual tastes.

The Passport did well in this test
because of its above-average sensitivity in
all three radar bands. In highway mode, it
picked up K- and X-band signals from
close to a mile away and Ka-band signals
from more than a mile, even in instant-on
tests. Its good sensitivity also contributed
to a high selectivity score.

On our test loop, the Passport falsed 14
times, a score worse than average. The
number of falses dropped to just three
when we switched to its most-filtered city
mode. In this setting, the X-band sensi-
tivity to superfluous signals bouncing
around was reduced, and the K-band sen-
sitivity was unaffected, which is more
desirable since a K-band warning is usu-
ally the cops. In addition to its highway
and city modes, the Passport also has a
selectable automatic mode to filter out
false signals. In this mode, after an initial
audible warning, the type of signal band
and its strength are only visually displayed
on the LED screen.

Detecting lidar was another area in
which the Passport performed well,

73

features

2 city modes, bright/dim/dark,
mute/auto-mute, SWS* discrimination with voice
and text, full-settings memory, tutorial mode

1 city mode, bright/dim/dimmer/dark,
mute/auto-mute, Safety Alert discrimination
with voice and text, full-settings memory, VG-2 detection

3 city modes, auto mode, 4 dim modes, dark mode,
mute/auto-mute, SWS discrimination with text,
full-settings memory, 2 signal-strength meter modes

1 city mode, 4 dim modes, mute/auto-mute,
SWS discrimination with voice and text,
electronic compass

2 city modes, auto dim, mute, directional arrows,
radar-source counter, city-mode memory

3 city modes, dim/dark, mute/auto-mute, SWS
discrimination with text, Stay-Alert mode, tutorial mode,
VG-2 detection, memo-recording mode, battery-save mode
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